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Dialogue Editing for Motion Pictures: A Guide to the Invisible ArtFocal Press, 2007
Dialogue editing is a crucial yet invisible part of filmmaking. Do it right, and no one notices. Do it wrong, and your film or video sounds messy, distracting, and unrealistic. This is a book for people who need to edit production sound for film, TV, or video but were never taught how to do it. It goes step by step through the process and covers...
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The End of Software: Transforming Your Business for the On Demand FutureSams Publishing, 2004
Twenty-five years ago, the high-tech business was small, computers were largely relegated to accounting, and the money major corporations spent on information technology barely made a dent in their overall budgets. Today that has all changed. High-tech businesses are some of the largest in the world. The Dow Jones Industrial Average includes four...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2000 High AvailabilityMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get the definitive reference to maximizing the availability of your critical,  SQL Server 2000-based business systems. Developed by Microsoft field consultants  who create and support high availability solutions every day, this practical  guide explains how to plan, design, implement, and support highly available SQL  Server 2000-based systems...
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Professional Augmented Reality Browsers for Smartphones: Programming for junaio, Layar and Wikitude (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011


	AT AUGMENTEDPLANET.COM, I have been blogging about the rise in popularity of augmented reality

	(AR) since April 2009. When I started Augmented Planet, the only augmented reality applications

	available were either high-budget demos put together by creative agencies to wow their clients or

	obscure demos created by developers...
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Business Intelligence Tools for Small Companies: A Guide to Free and Low-Cost SolutionsApress, 2017

	
		Learn how to transition from Excel-based business intelligence (BI) analysis to enterprise stacks of open-source BI tools. Select and implement the best free and freemium open-source BI tools for your company’s needs and design, implement, and integrate BI automation across the full stack using agile methodologies.

	...
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The Rough Guide to the PhilippinesRough Guides, 2011

	"The Rough Guide to the Philippines" is the ultimate companion for exploring this stunning Southeast Asian archipelago. Discover the Philippines' highlights in full-colour with information on everything from the sun-kissed islands of the Visayas to the lagoons of Palawan and the tribal villages of the northern Cordilleras. This...
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Frommer's Ireland Day by Day (Frommer's Day by Day - Full Size)Frommers, 2010

	Ireland is one of the most ancient and modern countries in Europe. Our London-based writers of Irish ancestry lead you to the best of the old and new on their beloved Emerald Isle. Under their guidance, you'll experience the cosmopolitan luxuries of Ireland's cities, learn the secrets of its ancient ruins, and figure out the smartest...
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Wiki Government: How Technology Can Make Government Better, Democracy Stronger, and Citizens More PowerfulBrookings Institution Press, 2009
For seventy-seven days, from election day to inauguration day, the Obama-Biden Transition Project convened in a nondescript office building in northwest Washington, D.C. Most of the transition work involved sending expert volunteers into federal agencies to research and write briefing binders for the incoming department heads. In addition, seven...
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QuickBooks 2013 All-in-One For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2012

	A soup-to-nuts guide to the leading accounting software for small businesses - QuickBooks 2013!


	Owners of small businesses will love this complete guide to the newest version of QuickBooks, the premier small-business accounting program. Written by CPA and bestselling financial author Stephen L. Nelson, this all-in-one guide...
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ASP.NET 3.5: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
What distinguishes the web hobbyist from the professional developer is the ability to store and retrieve data from a server over the Internet. Some readers may have made that step with PHP or Perl, and for them the journey has already begun. For others, ASP.NET 3.5 is just the next step in the growth and development of ASP.NET. For them, much will...
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How to Cheat in Flash CS3: The art of design and animation in Adobe Flash CS3Focal Press, 2007
Frustrated by the overwhelming nature of Flash? 

Want to get up to speed with the program fast so you can concentrate on your animation? 

Need to solve problems quickly to get work done to time and to budget?

Then 'How to Cheat in Flash' is for you!

This book is different from the rest because it shows...
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How to Do Everything with YouTubeMcGraw-Hill, 2007
In 2005, Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim launched what would become the most popular video sharing Web site ever created. In fact, until YouTube came along, there were few easy ways to share video on the Web—at least ways that were easy, free, and enjoyable, particularly for the average user. Apart from an inspired idea and creative...
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